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1970 fiasco

Friday Night Lights
remain a timeless
hawk tradition, with
our football hawks
coming out
undefeated in league
and still fighting for
those wins! 

Cars did not become widely available until the early 20th 
century. One of the first cars that was accessible to the 
masses was the 1908 Model T, an American car 
manufactured by the Ford Motor Company. Cars were 
rapidly adopted in the United States of America, where 
they replaced animal-drawn carriages and carts, but took 
much longer to be accepted in Western Europe.

MO

FOOTBALL

Cars are equipped with controls used for 
driving, parking, passenger comfort and 
safety, and controlling a variety of lights.

"These types of cars are 
incredibly popular right 
now among collectors and 
are still exclusive. "
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By Nalani Ginn





H A W K S
Mission Oak

28-21

20-14

MO vs Mt Whitney

MO vs Exeter

35-0

27-26

MO vs Cesar Chavez

MO vs Monache

MO vs Lindsay

MO vs Madera South

50-0

36-14

MO vs Western

MO vs Union

28-7

60-38

MO vs Delano
52-0

 

Congratulations to our

Mission Oak Hawks Varsity

Football team for staying

undefeated throughout the

2021 season!



Homecoming Week
November 2021

Life is a party, Dress like it!

Homecoming Week was filled with remarkable memories
that led up to the Homecoming Night!
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First place winners! 

The Mission Oak

Marching Band has

received first place in

Field Show at the Visalia

Band Review! They

walked away with a total

of 9 trophies! 





Mission Oak's Grace Freitas shocked the
EYL by winning league as a freshman.

Freshman Phenom 
by: Israel Ceja



LUAU

 

 

The CSF LUAU was a success.
We had many students come

out and have a good time.
We had performances by the

band, cheerleaders, and
football players.





 Kiki's Win
Mission Oak gradute Richard "Kiki" Torrez Jr.
entertained and inspired us all by winning

the boxing silver medal in the Olypics


